
THE CRAVEN AMERICAN 

 

Yesterday I took the time to listen to the audio interview linked below and to watch the 

videos and read the articles I link at the end of this piece. Many of you have followed my 

writings over the years and know how it works for me. For those of you who don’t, I never 
know when I sit down at this keyboard what the end result will be. I just wake up in the 

morning with a severe compulsion to write and before my feet hit the floor I know the 

subject and the title but haven’t a clue what will come pouring off the end of my fingers. I 

don’t really even know what I’ve written until I read it over for errors and then without fail I 
think to myself, wow where did that come from? I do know the audio interview with the NY 

V.A. Psychiatrist is what has prompted the compulsion wherever it comes from and I dreamt 

about it all night; waking up and shaking my head only to go back to sleep and pick up the 

dream where I left off. I have no idea how long this article is going to be any more than I 
ever do but I have a strong feeling it could very well be my last. I am going to synopsize 

what the Dr. had to say because it needs to be in black ink on white paper in order for the 

rest to make sense but feel free to stop right here and listen to the interview before reading 

the rest. 

A Psychiatrist Speaks Out 

A New York psychiatrist has decided to open up and reveal shocking and detailed 

information regarding a subtle, yet deliberate and concerted effort by the Veterans 

Administration and other public entities to begin confiscating guns and other weapons from 

U.S. veterans via Veterans Administrative psychiatric evaluations.  

You Tube:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ppVC6cTpxY&feature=youtu.be  

Original cite:  http://surviveandthrive.tv/full-interview-va-doctor-psychiatrist-exposes-

national-gun-confiscation-plan/  

So just exactly what has this doctor revealed? We already know that thousands of American 

Veterans have been receiving letters from the Veterans Administration telling them they will 

be REQUIRED to undergo psychiatric evaluation and possibly be forever banned from 

owning a gun, must relinquish any guns they currently have and permits to own them under 

threat of arrest, forced psych/hospitalization, loss of benefits and possible imprisonment. 

We already know from the disabled vet in Connecticut who shared his story last week that 

the illegal confiscation has already begun. There are no laws in place as yet to allow a 

civilian police force to do what they did other than Obama’s self-proclaimed dictator power 

under the NDAA, the predecessor of which was Bush’s illegal Patriot Act. We know there was 

no justification whatsoever for what happened to that vet. We know it only happened 

because he missed a “physical not mental check-up” at the V.A. hospital. We know from 

the congressman in Texas yesterday that THERE WILL BE A TOTAL GUN BAN SO DEAL WITH 

IT. So what did the doctor share that we didn’t know? He shared not only WHAT is going on 

but WHY. These are the facts of what he shared: 

 Any veteran who goes to ANY V.A. hospital, clinic or connected University health care 

unit will be required to spend an hour with a psychiatrist for a screening interview. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ppVC6cTpxY&feature=youtu.be
http://surviveandthrive.tv/full-interview-va-doctor-psychiatrist-exposes-national-gun-confiscation-plan/
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 Any veteran who refuses will be forced by the military police to be detained in the 

mental ward on the spot. He/she will be declared mentally disturbed and medicated 

with psychotropic drugs. 

 All psychiatrists have but one purpose, to alter brain chemistry. (Psychotropic 

drugs). They do not want to hear your problems and if you insist on discussing your 

problems they will set up a visit with a “psychologist”. 

 During the “screening interview” the doctor will ask extremely intrusive questions 

completely irrelevant to the reason for the visit. “Do you own guns?”, “have you ever 

felt anger at anyone?” and so on. Knowing that a lie is grounds for loss of benefits 

(also known as entitlements, freebies and hand outs), and even arrest, the vet will 

either tell the truth or insist “that’s none of your business” (that answer defaults to a 

yes). 

 The doctor will then say the vet will have to relinquish his fire arms and any permits 

he or she may have immediately. If the vet refuses, he pushes a button under his 

desk and in come the MP’s and off the vet goes to the mental ward. Then local police 

are called to raid the vet’s home seize any weapons there, place any children with 

CPS and leave the pets to starve.  

 The doctor states that many other doctors besides him are adamantly opposed to 

this heinous crime against our military veterans and heroes but as he puts it, “they 

have worked many years for what they have, attended long hard years in education 

and are afraid they will lose everything if they speak out”. 

 The doctor states far more relevant truth when he shares that these fearful doctors 

get a bonus of up to 15 thousand dollars for every one of their patients they “sell” to 

the government to be disarmed and that on average they see ten to twelve per day! 

He also states that there are many psychiatrists on staff at any given facility. You do 

the math.  

 The doctor states that regardless of whether or not the vet admits to having guns or 

anger or even nothing more threatening than a lazy prostate or a sore throat he/she 

will leave the visit with a prescription for psychotropic drugs, be required forever to 

attend 3 month follow up visits with the drug dealing doctor and if any appointment 

is missed will be subject to a “wellness visit” by local law enforcement just exactly 

like what happened to the vet in Connecticut. Further, since now the vet has a 

medical history in the computer of being prescribed the drugs he/she will never be 

allowed a gun permit should they decide they want one. 

 The doctor states very clearly that this is only STEP ONE! He states they are coming 

for the children regardless and to think refusal will protect them from being taken is 

idiocy. (how many FEMA camps have you seen video footage of with fully equipped 

play grounds? Was the moron in the TV ad who tells us we have to re-think the idea 

that our children belong to us and not the collective just a brain dead, indoctrinated 

liberal moron?) He says it’s all laid out in the Healthcare Bill abomination but nobody 

bothered to read it before they passed it.  

 The doctor states that this has been being set up for action ever since Obama’s first 

election. He shares the real reason, that being the vets are trained combatants and 

extremely dangerous to the “take over” of America but that they are only the first 

targets because when the vets are successfully disarmed the rest will crumble and 

turn in their guns willingly. He shares that all of CONGRESS and the media (all of it 



including FOX) are complicit and willingly participating, playing their roles with 

promises of exclusion. 

 When asked what type of person is most targeted by this plan he answers without 

hesitation, “adult white males”. 

 The doctor says we are watching you, we know how you will react, we know what 

you will do and we know all you will do is talk! You will talk and you will growl and 

say they will take it from my cold dead hands and then when they show up you will 

grovel on your knees to give them your guns!!!! Stop talking!!! 

 They are now and will pick you off one by one, quietly because they have studied 

this according to the doctor and they know it’s how it has to be done. 

The last four items above are the reason it’s going to work! 

It gives me no pleasure to have to say this but other than our trained and experienced vets 

the majority of American males of any color at the end of the day are spineless, stoneless, 

sniveling cravens (cowards) when push comes to shove. Even if they spend their days 

puffing out their shirts, stomping their feet, brandishing their guns and shooting at targets 

when the knock at the door comes, (that’s if there is a knock) they will immediately cave 

using the wife and kids as an excuse of course, “I can’t risk their being hurt”. They won’t for 

a moment stop and realize that by doing that the wife and kids will be handed over to the 

unthinkable suffering that is in store for them and for all of us. Even if there is no wife and 

kids they will cave using a different justification, “I can’t be of any help dead and they will 

shoot me.” Well guess what? There are approximately 300 million victims of historical 

Democide who used the same excuses and they are all dead. Dead is dead and it does not 

matter how you get that way. Chem-trails, vaccines, food additives, GMO’s, prescription 

drugs, fluoride, smart meters, drones or bullets, you will be just as dead.  

Yeah I know I have just pissed off a good many strutting males who will likely never speak 

to me again. So be it but what I write is not baseless opinion, it’s based on study, 

observation, and personal experience. I am 60 years old, been married twice; both Vietnam 

era vets who never saw action and both would be included in what I wrote above. I am 

positive that if the knock comes to my door I will have to fire the shot gun and then grab 

the hand gun out of my husband’s frozen hand, push him out of the way and continue firing. 

I will likely end up dead and so will he but I am perfectly fine with that because to do 

otherwise would not be something I could live with. I would have to finish my days knowing 

I had willingly sold my children and grandchildren into the worst human conflagration of 

death, destruction and suffering in the history of our world just to save my own ass. A 

mother cannot do that. A mother cannot live with that. A man can justify that in his own 

mind, a mother cannot.  

Before the male readers suffer a testosterone over dose and throw something at the 

computer screen I will point out that it is NOT THEIR FAULT! All of you guys have been 

“created” purposefully using tv media, political rhetoric, deliberate emasculating education 

in the public fool system, bombarded with the idea that what makes you a man is defined 

by your outdoor plumbing and how well and how often it works (Viagra?), only to find out 

that we ladies don’t really even care. You don’t need courage and bravado to glue yourself 

to the television watching real men PLAY real sports. You’re even taught that shooting a 



defenseless deer or elk makes you a “man’s man” or slugging the guy at the Christmas 

party who pinches your wife’s butt shows how big and tough you are. You may even join a 

local militia and practice your shooting skills on the weekend in a harmless drill feeling 

invigorated while surrounded by your likeminded buddies in the woods. But when the local 

swat team shows up at your house and you are the only member of the militia there what 

will you do then? Have you made a plan, included your wife, prepared for that day or are 

you still just hoping it isn’t coming and you won’t be put to the test? 

Need I point out that the good doctor in the interview does the interview incognito? He too 

is not willing to take the risk of responsibility or is it that he doesn’t want to give up that 

nice fat (understatement) bonus for the bodies sold to the enemy? Did he say he just 

cannot live with what he is doing? Did he say he will stop doing it? When he said MANY 

doctors are opposed he also said they are doing it anyway and they aren’t even slowing 

down. Yep they all have no compunction with blowing the whistle so long as they can do it 

incognito and continue to collect the blood money! What a gig! Cover your ass, soothe your 

conscience and COLLECT THE BOUNTY! 

While listening to the doctor’s interview my mind kept going back to Silent Weapons for 

Quiet Wars. I have shared that document widely many times and read it over and over 

again. It lays out exactly what I am saying here except that it is the outline for HOW they 

planned to accomplish what is now our reality. What the doctor shared is just a part of the 

end result of many decades of careful planning. I would also point out that as they admitted 

all along the wild card, the only item on the agenda which they could not control or hope to 

predict with accuracy is the “mother”. Yes ladies, the very biology and physical make up 

which renders us the “weaker sex” in this case renders us the most dangerous because 

unlike the male, our first instinct is the protection of our young even when our young are 

grown adults and even over and above our own survival. We would lay down our lives for 

our children even if our children are now in their 40’s or older.  

In SWQW the destruction of the family unit is given as much intensive planning as the 

destruction of the church if not more. The plan they came up with to separate mommy from 

the herd was to get mommy into the work force, especially the professional work force, 

careers not just jobs. In comes Women’s Lib and the new age mommy! She can bring home 

the bacon, fry it up in a pan, she can sit on a bench in a courtroom and outsmart her man! 

In comes daddy day care and latch key kids, occupational orphans and collective 

indoctrination. Very neat and upon reflection it was relatively painless to achieve. Except for 

one thing; before the creation of SuperMom who nowadays can take your eye out with a 

spike heel while digging in her purse for the taser gun or pepper spray mommy was pretty 

much harmless without her man to protect her. Sure she might take you out with a cast 

iron skillet or in my case a lead crystal ashtray or a marble rolling pin (ok I’ll admit to the 

bullwhip too) but she posed no real threat to the PTB. While attempting to use her to 

accomplish the take down of the “male” threat they empowered the more dangerous of the 

two components.  

The timid housewife of the 50’s has become the outspoken pissed off Amazonian Mother 

with education and independent income. She can change out the spark plugs, fix the 

plumbing, reprogram her computer and because of that computer her MOUTH is now 



amplified, non-stop and globally viral!! She is just as likely to join a shooters club as her 

husband, just as likely to become a crack shot and more likely to use that talent to defend 

her family than she ever was before. So now she can cook, clean, sew, shop, work, parent 

and KILL if and when she needs to. She will not hide behind her husband and hope he 

defends her and the children. She will either stand next to him (or at another window) and 

shoot to kill or she will shove him out of the way and do it herself. So while they were so 

busy neutering the bull they created a beast out of the cow! Unfortunately some of those 

beasts are useful to them because they are evil bitches willing to sell their own 

grandmothers ie; Nancy Pelosi, Hitlery Clinton, Diane Brain Dead Feinstein hopeless twit 

Maxine Waters and so on. Yeah, yeah mustn’t call a spade a spade that’s not politically 

correct and I might offend somebody. You think they even have the intelligence to 

understand what I have written here? I highly doubt it and anyway I just do not care. 

So here we are in the end of the end game and what has been done? The family is indeed 

unraveling; women no longer trust their husbands to be the protector, husbands no longer 

know how, children are taught not to listen to their stupid parents if they even have two 

parents, women are stronger and far more capable than ever before and the government 

has flat out declared war on all of us. Anyone who does not see and recognize that, get the 

hell out of the way, line up for the trains to the camps or at the very least just plop your 

butts down on the couch in front of the mind control machine, grab a Prozac or two, a 

Margarita or a beer, a pizza and maybe some 3D glasses and a nice fat joint while America 

implodes. Maybe you can watch the TV news pundits while they assure you “it isn’t 

happening, all those other people are conspiracy theorists. They are wearing tin hats and 

they are terrorists, no that’s not gun fire you hear it’s just cars back firing. Shhhh it’s ok 

they’re just nuts. Those aren’t foreign UN troops on the street, it’s just a drill and stop 

looking up those aren’t black helicopters! We have to have gun control to protect the 

children, those sovereigns they want to kill your children, push granny off a cliff, they’re 

racists, they hate you forget them. We know what’s best, we will tell you what you need to 

know trust us!” Yeah, you can do that but I guarantee you this; THEY ARE COMING FOR 

YOU TOO and when they do those of us willing to fight will not be there to stop them. Hell 

we may be dead by then but you know what? Death will be far preferable to what they have 

in store for you so sit back on your lazy uneducated, entitled asses and wait for massa, he’s 

a comin! Red and Yellow Black or White, you are equal in his sight! Maybe he’ll promise you 

40 acres and a mule! 

Oh did I hurt your little feelings? I hope so because maybe it will piss you off enough to 

start THINKING, start forming plans of action and stop sitting there with bug eyes like a 

deer in the headlights and stop emailing me and people like me wanting to know what is 

being done, when are the good guys coming, when is the dinar going to revalue where are 

the mass arrests and who is going to save us. ANSWER: NONE OF THE ABOVE! While 

America is sitting around waiting for the White Knights the Black Knights are quietly 

although right in front of our faces, conquering us. I have said many times that it is 

imperative that they make the first move, fire the first shot whatever but it doesn’t make 

one bit of difference in the end because when they really start firing, when the next huge 

false flag happens or the next fake mass shooting they will blame it on us anyway. If you 

think they won’t fire a nuclear equipped missile at Hawaii, California, D.C., Houston or 



Atlanta and blame it on the little twit with the juvenile hair cut in North Korea in order to 

justify a national emergency YOU ARE TRULY BRAIN DEAD ALREADY! 

Why do you think big mouths like Alex Jones, Glenn Beck, Benjamin Fulford and others are 

allowed to spout off whatever they want as often as they want? BECAUSE THEY NEVER 

MAKE SUGGESTIONS ON WHAT TO PHYSICALLY DO TO UNITE AND FIGHT THAT’S WHY! All 

they do is keep everybody agitated, ticked off, glued to the computer and Facebook, 

tweating and twittering and blustering and DOING ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.  

Personally I don’t want any more emails sent to me with links telling me what the enemy is 

doing. I know what the enemy is doing. I don’t want any more emails sent to me with 

updates on utter lunacy like OPPT, Union States Morons, UCC filings, Dinar RV, Prosperity 

Packages, lunatic trusts or letters to the editor! NO MORE! What I want is for people to start 

telling me how they are forming community defense leagues, creating emergency 

communication networks, phone trees using trac-fones only or two way radios, cb’s or short 

wave. I want to hear what and how you plan to defend your neighbor when they come for 

his family. I want to hear how the militia and our vets are going to unite and refuse to 

comply no matter what. I want to hear plans on how to feed communities cut off from 

supply sources and even how to use common household items to blow up a tank! Yeah 

that’s useful! I want somebody to teach me to reuse shot gun shells when I run out. I want 

people to send me information I can share like how to purify water from a car radiator, 

swimming pool, local creek or dripping from the roof for drinking when the kitchen faucet 

and toilet stops working. No details on plans for action except by secure communication but 

good solid suggestions and information. That’s what I will share from now on.  

America has literally run out of time. Obama has taken off his mask and does not care that 

we see his true colors. He has absolutely declared himself ruler and our congress is every 

bit as useful as tits on a boar. The rest of the world is shouting at us, screaming at us to 

wake up because they are already helpless buts it’s all falling on deaf ears because they are 

shouting at THE CRAVEN AMERICAN, the stupid, the entitlement junkie, the worshipper of 

the graven image and the almighty phony dollar, the spineless, the indoctrinated, the 

endless puffed up egos who never stop talking but do nothing, the bought, the owned, the 

brain washed masses and giggling criminals in their midst selling them out under the guise 

of elected leaders and law enforcement licking their chops while thinking of the promises of 

immunity they have been given never considering that they are nothing more than cannon 

fodder. The Christians will be fed to the lions once again sold for thirty pieces of silver by a 

501c3 and a false profit from the pulpit.  

I would give up, gather up my family and leave now except for the fact that there is 

nowhere to go, no safe haven left on the globe. When America falls and unless something, 

nothing short of miraculous, begins to happen fast she will, humanity is in for destruction 

the likes of which this planet has never seen before or ever will again because by the time 

they are done playing God and fighting each other for supremacy the earth will no longer be 

capable of supporting life if in fact they haven’t already gone too far with geo-engineering.  

So the links below are those I watched and read yesterday and I am sharing them but from 

now on I will only share information which could help those who are going to display some 



spine and get ready to fight. I will continue working in the debt elimination arena although I 

do intend to scale back on some of the time I spend on it in favor of time spent with my 

family and time spent on finding ways to ensure their survival if at all possible.  

As always, YOU ARE THE ANSWER, but in the end, QUE SERA, SERA. The question is; what 

will you do to determine that? 

TLGA (just a grandma on a porch in Communist 

conquered Georgia) 

 

EXCELLENT TESTIMONY AND A REAL HEROINE 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=rAxXyMAmBMs 

Former Congresswoman | Cynthia McKinney | Atlanta Music Liberty Fest | Exposes 
Government Corruption 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=quIVZmiRhp8&NR=1&feature=endscreen  

Civilian Militia Expands to 38 States To Protect Constitution  

http://beforeitsnews.com/u-s-politics/2013/04/civilian-militia-expands-to-38-states-to-

protect-consitution-2446340.html?utm_source=direct-
b4in.info&utm_content=beforeit39snews-

verticalresponse&utm_term=http%3A%2F%2Fb4in.info%2Fd1CG&utm_medium=verticalres

ponse&utm_campaign=  

Bilderberg Behind Terrorist Attacks: Italian Supreme Court President Drops 
Bombshell! http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2013/04/bilderberg-behind-terrorist-

attacks-italian-supreme-court-president-drops-bombshell-2455434.html  

EXCELLENT VIDEO and a book I will buy. 

Colorado sheriffs plan lawsuit challenging state gun control laws  
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2013/04/10/colorado-sheriffs-plan-lawsuit-challenging-

state-gun-control-laws/   

Police wrongly pulled man's gun permit 

http://www.wivb.com/dpp/news/erie/police-wrongly-pulled-mans-gun-permit  

Texas Democrat Tells Crowd That Total Gun Ban Is Coming Soon  

http://godfatherpolitics.com/10356/texas-democrat-tells-crowd-that-total-gun-ban-is-

coming-soon/  

Recording of this article………….  

https://www.freeconferencing.com/playback_tp.html?cid=conferences/13-17-65-6789-17-
65-67-17-65-67-17-65-6788-17-65-67-17-65-67-17-65-677-17-65-6711883-17-65-67-17-

65-67.mp3&e=1498795200000&cn=94-43-28-63  
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